
 

CLEAN UP ON AISLE R 
 
On aisle “R” we see an investor loading their buggy stuffed full and high with stocks.  They are not paying attention to 
the prices just the latest flyer from their friend.  This was not their normal buying practice and seems out of character.  
But they were hearing about friend’s successes (a little dramatic) and felt like they were missing out.  Then, all of a 
sudden, around the corner came Flo in her all white outfit and price gun.  The investor was shocked by the possibility of 
higher interest rates and higher inflation!  They collided and all the risky stocks in the investors cart toppled and the 
spillage was everywhere.   Then came the intercom call, “Clean up on aisle R”.   Aisle R is where they were loading their 
basket with RISK.  More risk than they normally would like.   
 
On Thursday, Friday, and culminating on Monday the investor with too much risk in the portfolio sold out.  Nothing 
overwhelming except that the investor hasn’t seen anything like this since 2016 when we saw a drop over a few days of 
11%.  With only a 3% drop in in 2017 the investor struggled for perspective.  February’s sudden decline the S&P 500 
stock market of just over 8% in three days was a shock.   Not that the investor hadn’t experienced it before, but we 
forget something that happened over 400 days ago.  
 
This means it we are experiencing a correction - a short lived decline in stock prices of around 10% is a correction.  This is 
normal market activity, since the annual average largest decline over a short period in a year is 13.8% since 1980 for the 
S&P 500. 
 
Here is another metaphor to add to the mix.  Last year we rode the kiddy rollercoaster (3% was our largest short-term 
decline) and this year we jumped on a big “R” coaster, ran up to the top of prices in January and fell off the other side in 
February.  Yet, we will all survive, likely see good year end returns, and live to ride again. 
 
If you have questions or want to talk, call or write me.  Or call Teah Jackson in our office for an appointment.   
 
We’ve almost got aisle R clean now. 
 
Derrell 
 
 
Disclosure: All indices are unmanaged and investors cannot actually invest directly into an index. Unlike investments, indices do not 
incur management fees, charges, or expenses. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve 
certain risks and uncertainties, which are difficult to predict. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  

 


